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[lurid morning, mu name is Bill Pierce. I am president of the

National rommittee For Adoption. NCFA is a national private

urpanization wnich operates a clearinghouse for information on adoption

and maternity services issues. We were founded B years ago in response

Lo declining resources for young women considering adoption. The

increased acceptability of abortion and single parenting in th2 70s

resulted in fewer young women choosing adoption for their children.

Many agencies which had traditionally offered maternity and adoption

services shifted their focus to teen parenting, assuming that changing

snrietal mores would make adoption obsolete.

Today we have a situation in this country where 500,000 teens have

babies each pear. Only about 7: of them make alternate childrearing

plans either through formal adoption or informally with members of

their families. That leaves approximately q65,000 babies each year who

are being raised Lu teens. We are all familiar with the problems that

teen mothers and their children encounter. It is understandable that

most progiams for pregnant teenagers would concentrate on parenting

issues in order to prevent some of those problems. Our concern is that

the empoasis on mal.ing teens good parents may short-circuit the

decision-making process and may inadvertently push teens, who may not

be willing or able, into parenting.

We orten hHar frustration from pregnancy counselors who are uneasy

that many of their clients are parenting, but do not know what to do to

encourage them to consider adoption. Most teens come into a pregnancy
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moyram stating that they are going to keep their baby. After all,

that is whaL society is telling them to dn. Their friends have

Probably already discussed names with them, offered to babysit and

planned the Eun they will have with this new baby. What is generally

missing is a careful consideration of the pros and cons of alternatives

and a need to talk earlier about options. The role of the counselor is

to challenge the uoung woman, young man and their families to look

realistically at their situation, their needs, their resources, their

life goals, their values, etc. and then make a decision, given all the

information. DnJ'j after that process. which may take the entire

precinanr:y, will the counselor arid Lne young woman be able to determine

the uplimal plan. Then the counselor can help the wound woman to

carefully implement the plan of either adoption or parenting. The

cleLlsroh-m,0,1n0 process Itself Is a p:ocess of maturinp which will help

the uoulig :oilman in whatever she wants to do. The skill building for

chil0 ccice can wait.

lodap I want to raise snme questions and offer some suggestions

about how uou can ensure that adoption receives a fair hearing in order

to Facilitate the decision-making process For pregnant teens, their

partners and their families.

Discussions of adoption as a positive solution to an unplanned

pregnancy must be done on a variety of levels, especially in schools.

The issue of teen pregnancy brings out a variety of feelings among

teens. Usually there is some Judging of the girl who got caught; but

there is also a rallying around het by her close Friends who want to

help her through this difficult situation. Often the pregnancy and

birth cor rom,inticrzed turf the peer group and the pregnant teen receives
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a great deal of attention. A normal response in a crisis situation is

to tell anyone who will listen abouL your problem. What is usually not

considered, is that the more people you tell, the more your choices may

1e limited. This is especially true for teens who are pregnant.

teen who decides that a confidential adoption is in her and her child's

best interest, may find that it is difficult to carry out her plan if

she has shared information about her pregnancy with many people. Many

young women sLill prefer to go to maternity homes where they can

receive counseling and support away from the pressures of family

memhers and friends. It is pc.ssible for young women to go For the

Fitter part of the pregnancy, place the child in an adoptive home, and

iethin to her life without the stigma and pressuies attached to

out-uf-wedlock pregnancy; but only if the entire community does not

know dbuuL it aireadu. Confidential maternity and adoption services

allow the goung woman one less problem she has to worry about as she

makes the difficult transition back to being a teen after the delivery

of her child. It takes some pressure off of the entire family,

particularly younger siblings, which may result from gossip.

The young woman who remains at home during her pregnancy and

shares with friends that she is planning adoption may be subjected to

unsolicited advice of how she should try to parent the child and

suggests that she is less than caring if she does not. IF word is

out that she is planning adoption, she may also be prey to anyone and

everuone whu khow5 of a loving, infertile couple who would like to

adult her c:hiId. It is not uncommon for pregnant teens to be

approal,heh ar simool of ih malls btu desperatL childless couples. She

will nut he able to, and we would not want her to, avoid talking to
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people during her pregnancy. If she is connected with a good agency

earlier in her pregnancy. she can receive the support she needs to

counter outside forces, well-meaning or otherwise.

Schools can prov1Tie a great service to teens before they are

Pregnant by providing positive informczcion about adoption and

challenoing sLudents Lo examine their attitudes and the negative impact

they mac' hfl having on friends they are trying to help. Many young

women no not know wnere to tuin when they believe they are pregnant.

ili.4cussing the process of seeking help and providing suggestions of the

most anpropriate people to provide the help can prevent much heartache

for a young woman.

Agencies should look at their policies and the services which are

offered to pregnant teens to determine whether they may be subtly

encouraging single parenting over adoption. Fur example what is the

name of Dour program? Does it contain the word "parenting" in the

title? Dues this already suggest to clients the desired outcome? Is

the word "parenting" necessary for clients and community understanding

of the purpose of the program?

What services are offered? Are they mostly geared towards skill

building fur motherhood or do they promote decision making about

motherhood? Is the focus on the young woman as a mother or as a young

woman as a whole individual? Are discussions of career plans based on

her need Lo uh.I a joh to support herself and her child or on her need

for a sense of satisfaction and fulfillment? How much attention is

adoption given? Is it the topic of one group session or is it

incorporated into every discussion? What special supports are provided

thnse who are considering adoption in your program? How dot's the
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auenc.y handle peer pressure to pat-Ent? Mow do you deal with issues of

bonding and breestfeedingT Do discussions ul the importance to the

child if nonding make it diCficJlt for a young woman to choose

edontinh, tParinc that she will be causing great harm to her child or

do gou disc:Lt.'s the many opportunities for bonding in one's life? What

services ate provrded the father of the baby and the teen's parents?

RUH they involved in the decision making process? Are they informed of

the issues involved in adoption and parenting? Are the teen's parents

helped to see that they have the right to deCine their role in this

pregnancy anti to set limits and provide support as they are able?

These are just some of the ways agencies (and by "agencies" I mean any

or the various humane service programs, education, health, employment,

soical services, ect.) may be impacting a young woman's decision. Many

or the things agencies and counselors do promote one outcome over

another. Sometimes promoting one outcome cannot be helped because the

value of the service outweighs the influence on the clients. However,

agencies must bp aware ot the messages they are sending so that they

can adiust them when. ossible and counter them with other services and

messages when necessary.

Speciticatly. what can agencies du to encourage young women to

cunsider adoption for their children? First and foremost the decision-

making pi OCHS5 regarding adoption or parenting must be kepi open

throughout the pregnancy and after so that the young woman can continue

to weigh her situation as she gains new insights and information.

Young women, particularly teens, po back and forth a dozen times during

their pregnancy about what is best for themselves and their child.

Just think of how many phone calls it takes for teens to decide what
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thug are ooing to wear to a football game. Closinp off her options at

tritee months may encourage her to feel trapped in a situation where she

hd5 no control.

the decision making process should involve an assessment of the

wounq woman's current situation, her needs, her resources, her goals,

her values, her relationships, her family's and boyfriend's needs and

desires and most importantly, the baby needs. It should be very

concrete, particularly for teens, and should involve homework including

developinc, a budget with actual costs of medical care, diapers,

formula, clothes, furniture, child care, entertainment,transportation

etc. She should also work out with her family, and other persons who

will provide emotional or financial support, a detailed plan or each

person's role and responsibilities. This provides the young woman and

her tamilo a realistic picture or what a baby would mean in their lives

so that then can make decisions accordingly and also be prepared when

conflicts arise IV she decides to parent. Worksheets that the client

can tdke hOM8 are very useful for this purpose. The Adootion_Option:

A buldrlDook torPreonancy Counselors contains a good example of an

inventory of questions that every pregnant teen should be asked, to

ensure that she has made an informed decision. It also provides a very

pood overview of adoption including a brief history, current practices

and state laws. Our pdoptionjactbook is also a useful reference.

The counselor should discuss adoption with each and every client

early in the pregnancy in order to determine what personal barriers the

client may have to adoption. Often teens have misinformation about

adoption and are making decisions based on myths. Sometimes clarifying

rierceptions about adoption helps the young woman to get in touch with
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her own tears and feelings about not only adoption, but the pregnancy

and herself.

It is very important that when a teen sags she could not consider

adoption that the counselor find out why. Her reasons may reveal as

much about her attitudes and her ability to parent as they do about

making an adoption plan. For example, often we hear from young women

that they cannot plan adoption for their child because they must do the

"r sponsible" thing. They got pregnant and now they will Just have to

bite the bullet and raise the child. No one would want to see a

situation where a mother is raising a child as "punishment", get if the

counselor dues not ask why a teen will not consider adoption, that

information mdy never b- knmin. The teen may still decide to parent,

but the counselor will have the opportunity to help her to see that

there are save, a1 respoosLble choices thaL she can make she dues not

have to made to be pay for a mistake 3F her youth for her entire life.

e Case for P.2orition by Bethany Christian Services is a very useful

booklet outlining some of the common misconceptions that yourg women

have abalt adoption. It also provides suggestions of how to find out

what the underlying fears are that young women have about adoption and

how to resound to them once they are revealed.

Throughout the pregnancy, the counselor should utilize every

opportunity to provide facts about the adoption process how parents

are selected by the agency and the birthmother, what rights and

responsibilities each person involved with the adoption has, legal

matters, temporary foster care, etc. Members of the adoption circle

such as adonled persons, birth per eats, adoptive parents can be very

helpful in providing this information and demystifying adoption.
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Adopted persons can relieve birthparents' Fears by sharing their

teelings about being adopted, their birthparents and their adopted

parents. Birthparents can provide insights about what it was like For

them to make an adoption plan, the rewards and difficulties,

suggestions to facilitate the decision-making, etc. Adoptive parents

can share their feelings about_ t;Ieir children, their children's

birthparents, how they have dealt with adoption issues with tlJair

child, etc. Films are also a wseful tool to encourage discus-ion and

elicit Feelings about making an adoption plan fo one's child.

Particulat artention should be given to the patents DI- the

nrennant teen. Often, the teen's parents are carrying a tremendous

amount tfl guilt ovei the daughter's prec-lancg. Mano feel they have

failed her (some have) and believe that the only way to make that up is

try helping her tu parent her child. They are also feelinq a tremendous

amnunt of pressure From society to support their grandchild since they

do not have the same limitations as their daughter they have the

emotional maturity, they are more likely to be Financially able, etc.

They also Feel a bond with their grandchild and often are surmised at
.

the intensity of their Fe_lings toward the child. Parents oho have

raised their own children mail not be able or willing to take on the

responsibilities of an infant. Parents who "rescue" their daughter may

encountet problems later when they Find that their daughter is still

unable to take responsibility flit her self ur her child because they

have alwags bailed her out. Families need the opportunity to look at

thH .ntt.upilun phieLtively. They deserve to knuw the passible woblems

theii mill P.IICOunter whether they choose adoption or parenting so that

theq rAll riser Ort:1510115 al.cnrdinniy.
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An impnrtant consideration in presenting adoption to clients,

their Families, the public in general, is to be sure to use positive

language. Language related to adoption is loaded with value statements

which or tern cteafe barriers to consideration. For example the phrase

"givino a child up Fol.- annption" suggests that the child is being

disposed rd.. ".,urrendeu" is worse. A more positive and accurate term

is "makinu en aonption plan for a child." I have included in the

information that I hanged out an article which includes a list of

positive and negative adoption language. I wuuld encourage you all to

use positive language with clients as we have found it makes the

decision-making easie For young women when theu can view their choices

positively.

One or the barriers that many pregnancy counselors who are not

directly affiliated with an adoption agency have is that often they are

not very Familiar- with the adoption process and practices. We all

hesitate to discuss things we do not know. Adopt_on is a field where

we have seen rapid change in the past twenty gears. Many of the

changes have been good, others raise cause For concern. We often hear

the terms "open adoption or openness" and "closed or confidential

adoption" when describing agency practice. Current practice is so

varied tram agency to agency that it is not possible to define what is

actuallg meant bg either term.

Liver the gears wia have learned a lot about the impact adoption has

on various members of the adoption circle. In the past it was a common

assumnlion that adoption was the best solution for a wound woman who

was pregnant out -of- wedlock and she best put the experience behind her

and get on with her life. The a55UMDC10,1 lb still valid today;
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however, we now know more about the process she must go through in

order to pet to the point or potting the experience behind her. This

is not to suggest that she will ever forget the experience or the

chi id, hiir rashes will Lino peace with her decision.

menu people in this room may conjure up an image of secrecy and

in,,tirutions when they think about adoption in the past. Oiten women

were riot encouraged to have too much Involvement with the child because

it was believed it would be easier for them. We have learned that

placing one's child in an adoptive home is a deep loss and that it is

necessary to confront the pain of the loss in order to grieve that

loss. Many women in the past were able to grieve successFullg and come

to terms with their decision, while others were not. P lot dFJpends on

the particular Individual, her circumstances and supports.

hang of the changes in adoption practice are attempts to correct

what may have been mistakes in the past. Today it is widely accepted

that a uounh woman should play an active rola in making an adoption

plan for tier child. This allows her to feel that she is carrying out

her responsibility as a parent 01 making sure that her child will be

well Laken care of and loved. This means different things to different

egencle.,

Loud . eLhical adoption aoencies will encourape a young women to share

information about herself and the father of the baby by leaving

complete, accurate suciai and medical histories for her child. They

will also ask her what type of Family she is seeking for her child.

She can specify religion, ethnic and racial background, number or

children it the auoptive family, rural or urban setting, etc. She may

be able to choose a family anonymously from a group of profiles which
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have been prese(ected by agency staff. The secrecy which was involved

in eaLief adootions is nut practiced 1); good ethical agencies, even

thus-4 who place a high value on maintaining the confidentiality of the

varluus memoers or the adoption circle. There IFJ much nonidentifying

inicrmatinn .phared between parties so that each will have a better

sense or th& other.

Beyond these general principles, many agencies differ in how far

they will go with sharing information. Some agencies encourage birth

mothers to leave letters in their child's file explaining why they

chose adoption. Some agencies will allow the exchange of pictures and

gifts between birthparents and adoptive fami'd -- some have time limits

others leave it up to the participating parties. Some agencies arrange

fag to face meetings or telephone calls where no identifying

information LIast names) is shared. Others allow identifying

intocmatinn lm shared, arrange for adopting parents to be present at

del iv-u, and encourage continued contact between birth parents and

adnnting Sum* turthpacents will leave at with the

agency alinwing for contact if the child is interested at a future

date.

the adoption and maternity services Field is divided on many of

these practices. While some may seem to be helpful to one member of

the adoption circle, they may create problems for another. Adoption is

a delicate balance of needs and rights of all the parties, with

particular emphasis on the needs or the child as he grows. Once he

becomes an adult, the rights of each of the parties should have equal

weight. UnfortunaLely, because of time limitations we cannot go into

the prcs and cons of all the new or experimental practices. Before



making any decisions about what practice: you believe are in the best

interest of a client and before making recommendations to the client,

it is important to find out the arguments on both sides and listen very

carefully to the rationale. Consider caretully what impact the

practice will have on all members of the adoption circle. What appears

to be helpful aL first glance, may actually cause further problems down

the road.

The purpose of the new practices is supposed to be to make the

grieving process easier on the birthmother by providing her information

and making the loss more real SO that she can say goodbye. There is

concern among many counselors that some of the practices which

encourage continued contact through letters, pictures, and personal

meetinos MriLl instead camouflage the loss and keep the wound open. The

results may be the same for the birthmother going through these new

practices as they were for the woman who was denied any information,

because the lack of clear limits and defined roles may prohibit tY.i

mourning process. The problem then, as it is now, is not necessarily

how much information or participation a woman did or did not have, but

her ability to successfully mourn the loss of her child.

There is a trend in good agencies to provide more post adoption

services to all members of the adoption circle. There is recognition

that young women may need support at a future date to resolve some or

the issues they could not resolve at earlier stages of development,

particularly birthmuthers who were pregnant as teens. If a woman has

problems later in life related to a previous adoption plan, it does not

indicate that she has made a wi ony decision, but that she may have to

fii-,h otieving from an earlier stage. Unfortunately, mand women who
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come for counseling years later, do not remember accurately the

circumLances surrounding their decision to place the child and instead

look at the decision from the context of their current situation, at

their current level of maturity. It is the counselor's responsibility

to help the woman to put the decision into the proper perspective.

You, as counselors, may enccinter women whO have incomplete grieving

from a previous adoption placement. It is important for you to

recognize that this is normal and it is your role to provide her grief

counseling as uou would anyone seeking help for a current or past loss.

An l55UP most ol uou are aware oV, which is very popular in the

media, is "search", where adopted adults seek ouL their birthparents or

vice versa. Again it is very controversial with advocates of "open

records" claiming that it is an adopted person's birthright to know his

birthparents. Those of us on the other side believe that each person

in the adoption circle has a right to peivacy, which onlg he or she can

waive.

The National Committee For Adoption supports the concept of a

mutual consent registry established on the state level.These exist in

Texas and El oLher states. This allows adopted arlults and birthparents

to sign up with a central registry (or agency registry) indicating

their desire for a meeting. IF all parties register, a match will be

made and the parties will be notified so that a meeting can be

arranged. This prucess 3110w5 for contact bei.ween consenting adults,

while protecting the privacy of those who do not want to be contacted

tfir d variety Cii reasons.

Women in the pc:1SL were plomised confidenLiaiity when they made

anontion Wens for their children. Today there are still many women
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who will only make an adoption plan if their privacy can be insured. I

can tell you horror story after horror story o1 women whose lives have

been disrupted by contact from a child who was placed in an adoptive

home. Some women may change their mind as the years pass and they have

the option of registering at any time. However, making public that

they received services from a social service agency has to be their

personal choice and be carried out by their personal direct action.

Upenino adoption records is a dangerous precedent for all social and

mental health services. We should all be concerned that we could be

asked to make public names 01 all our clients who are receiving a

variety of services. As counselors, you can help young women look at

the pros and cons o maintaining confidentiality while planning for the

future. `you can reassure her that this is a decision that does not

need to be made now, since she does not know how she will feel in 18

eo years, given her life situation. It may be a decision she would

ltkP to delay for now and mak- at a later time when she has more

infor on.

t ached briefly on only a few of the issues in adoption and

neeht, _,Jhg women experiencing a problem pregnancy. But as you

kno,, :doh issue is very complex. Each person in this roum Las a

particular expertise according to his or her own personal skill and

agency setting. Our needs for networking are great in order to provide

all the services needed by all the clients.

'foil should not feel that you must provide all the services that a

teen consiclerino adoption needs. However, anyone providing services to

prvdnant teens should feel comfortable initiating discussions about

adoption. The adoption agencies in your locale should be able to
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provide uou with the information you need about their policies and

procedures. sraLe laws, eLc. so that you can share general information

with clients.

Yol, (Io not_ have i.o be conceuned anout providing soecialized

adootion counseling. Once you have determined thE.t a young woman is

onnIdering adoption, you should teel free to make a referral to an

adoption aoenco. Adoption agency counselors can then take over the

cohnselino on the issues specific to adoption such as grieving, future

plans, the short and long term impact of various practices on the

pregnant teen, the father of the baby and their families.

An important thing to remember is that a girl does not have to be

firm in her decision to make an adoption plan when she becomes involved

with an agency. Good adoption counselors expect a young woman to

change hermind many times and will make sure that she has considered

all her options carefully before making the final decision. Many

counselors in other settings are hesitant to send a girl to an adoption

agency believing that it is only appropriate for girls who already know

detinitelu what theu want. Many clionts have the same misconception.

If evernone who came in already knew what she wanted, there would be no

need for coonseiing.

I sugdest that yuu gel. to know the sLatfs at adoption agencies,

lost as uou get to know the staff at the hospital, the school, other

social service agencies. Find out whaL their philosophy is on various

)SSUBS. Find out how your two agencies can work in partnership to meet

the needs oF various clients. Once referrals are made, will the

adoption agency become responsible for seeing to it that all services

and provided Lo a young woman and Met family or will your agency stay

17
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ihvoivedo ibis of course will depend on your setting and the type of

sec vises UUU provide. IF you ace a school or health setting, most

likelo uou will continue to provide services to the client. If you are

pr)marily a counseling s.,?ttinci, the adoption agency may take over that

responsibility or you may both continue to provide counseling on

different issues. Orton the involvement ot bull, agencies will be

decided on a case by case basis. A good working relationship between

agencies will facilitate a smooth transition for clients.

I encourage you to keep adoption agencies in mind to provide a

variety or services directly in your agency, not just through

referrals. Agency personnel can give presentations to staff and

clients to explain piocedu-es and correct misconceptions about

adoption. Adoption agency staff can he regular visitors in group

sessions. They can provide birthparents, adopted persons, and adoptive

parents for discussions with pregnant teens to help demystify the

adontion process. It may even be possible to have a counselor from an

artmoinn adencu come out to your site to provide services. Many

agencies have placed stalf In high schools, family planning clinics,

health clinics, etc., so that clients can get the services they need

withuut havinn to gn all over the city. Your slafT at your particular

sites are Freed up to offer the services they do best.

Adoption agency ptsrsonnel can alsu helr you to look at your

programs to see how your Practices and policies may be encouraging or

discouraging adoption. lig the same token you can help adoption

agencies look at their own policies and procedures and make suggestions

about how they can be more responsive to the needs or teens and their

families based on your experience and the feedback you have heard from
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bilents. It is difficult for all of us to know what barriers we have

erected because clients are oiten hesitant to tell us. or they have

neveu reached us for services to begin with because of those barriers.

Adoption agencies need the specialized services you can all

provide to ensure that clients' needs are met. None of us have the

financial or staff resources to do it alone. We all have the same goal

to drovlde the best services possible to meet the needs of pregnant

teens. their male partners. their babies and their families. It is

going to take every agency in the community working together to achieve

that goal.

1 1-,7.aJize that. I have gone over many issues very Quickly and

superficialig, because of time limitations. I want to spend time now

an,,werinu illisrlons anout anything I have said and discussing

pHytinular problems or successes you have had presenting adoption to

prpon,inl. te,,.,ns.
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